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WEIGHTED COMPOSITION OPERATORS AND DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS

R. K. SINGH AND BHOPINDER SINGH

Abstract. Let X be a completely regular Hausdorff space, E a Hausdorff locally convex topo
logical vector space, and V a system of weights on X. Denote by CV&(X,E) (CV.。(X, E))
the weighted space of all continuous functions f : X --+ E such that vf (X) is bounded in E
(respectively, vf vanishes·at infinity on X) for all v E V. In this paper, we give an improved
characterization of weighted composition operators on CV&(X, E) and present a linear dynamical
system induced by composition operators on the metrizable weighted space CV.。洱 ，E).

1. Introduction and Preliminaries

The contents of this paper pertain to the study of composition operators and their
applications which have been the subject matter of study for the last 27 years or so .
For details, we refer to Shapiro [ll], Singh and Manhas [16], and the authors [20]. The
weighted spaces of scalar-valued continuous functions, first introduced by L. Nachbin
[6], were studied in details by W. H. Summers in his Doctoral Thesis [22], where as the
weighted spaces of vector-valued functions were considered by J. B. Prolla [7,8] and K.
D. Bierstedt [2,3].

Let us start with the following notations and definitions:
Let X be a completely regular Hausdorff space and let E be a Hausdorff locally convex

topological vector space over 瓦 where the scalar field 瓦 E 偉 ，C)}. Then by C(X, E) we
mean the vector space of all continuous functions from X into E, where as cs(E) denotes
the collection of all continuous seminorms on E. The symbol Bb(E) (respectively, B5(E))
stands for the space B(E) of all operators on E when it is equipped with the uniform
(respectively, strong) operator topology, that is, the topology of uniform convergence on
bounded (respectively, finite) subsets of E.

．．Defimtion 1. A weight v on X·1s a non-negative upper sem1contmuous function
on X. A system of weights on X is the set V of weights on X such that V is directed
upward (or a Nachbin family [7]) and V > 0 (i.e. for every x EX, there is a Vx EV such
that Vx(x) > 0).
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Definition 2.(22]: If U and V are two systems of weights on X and for every u E U,
there is av E V such that u(x) $ v(x) for all x E X, then we write U ::; V. In case
U $ V and V $ U, we write U"'V.

Definition 3. For a system V of weights on X ,- let CYc。(X, E) = {f E C(X, E):
vf vanishes at infinity on X for all v E V} & CVi(X, E) = {f E C(X, E): vf(X) is
bounded in E for all v E V}. Both of these spaces are endowed with the Hausdorff
locally convex topology (called the weighted topology) determined by the family {11·llv,p:
v EV and p E cs(E)} of semi-norms, where 11/llv,p = sup{v(x)p(f(x)): x EX}, for all
f E CVb(X, E). Thus CVi(X, E) and CYc。(X, E) are weighted spaces of vector-valued
continuous functions. In case E = 瓜 we write c-i,:。(X瓜）as c-i,:。(X). For more details
and examples, we refer to Summers 閾 ，Prolla [7], and Bierstedt [3].

Definition 4. [1] Let Y be a topological vector space and let 良 have the usual topol
ogy. Then a function 1r : JR x Y -t Y is called a dynamical system on Y if it satisfies the
following:

(i) 1r(O,y) = y for ally E Y;
(ii) 1r(a+b,y) = 1r(a,1r(b,y)) for all a,b E JR and y E Y;
(iii) .1r 1s continuous.

A dynamical system 1r on Y is called linear if

1r(a, ay + /Jy') =:= mr(a, y) + /31r(a, y')

holds for all a E 民 a,{3 E 民 and y,y'E Y.
The dynamical system 1r induces two other continuous maps when one of the two

variables is fixed. For each fixed a E JR, 1ra : Y -, Y defined as 1ra (y) = 1r(a, y) for all
y E Y is called an action on Y, and for each fixed y E Y, the function 1ry : JR -, Y defined
as 1ry(a) =可a,y) for all a E 艮 is called a motion through y.
In the next section, we present a characterization of weighted composition operators

on CVi(X, E) which improves our earlier result from [19). Followi;g [21), we also obtain a
linear dynamical system induced by the composition operators on the metrizable weighted
space cv;。儻 E) in the last section.

2. Weighted Composition Operators

A weight de compos1tion operator on the weighted space CV0(X, E), where a E {o, b},
induced by the functions w : X -, B(E) and T : X -, X·1s a contmuous lir1ear trans-
formation from CV0(X, E) into itself, which is denoted by wCr and has the following
form:

wCrJ(x) = w(x)J(T(x)) for all x EX and f E CVa(X,E).

I正:case w(x) = I, the identity operator on E for all x EX th, e correspondmg operator
wCr on CVa(X, E) is called the compos1t1on operator and is denoted by CT·On the
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other hand, when T is the identity map on X, the corresponding operator wCr on
CVa(X, E) is the multiplication operators Mw on CVa(X, E).

A detailed study of composition operators on weighted spaces of scalar-valued contin
uous functions has been made by Singh and Summers in [21]. They proved that a selfmap
T on X induces a compos1t1on operator 衍 on CVi(X) if and only if T is continuous
and V~VoT, where VoT = {voT: v EV}. In case of C"V;。(X) C .T 1s a compos中on
operator induced by·some selfmap T on X if and only if T is continuous, V~VoT, and
for every v E V, E > 0 and compact subset K of X, r-1(K) n {x E X : v(x) 2:: c} is
compact. Similar type of results characterizing composition operators on weighted spaces
of vector-valued continuous functions have been obtained by Singh and Manhas in [17].
Also, they have studied multiplication operatots on weighted spaces in [14]. In [19], we
have characterized weighted composition operators on CVi(X, E) for any locally convex
space E and for any system of weights V on X. The following theorem is the main result
in [19].

Theorem 2.1.[19] Let w E C(X, Bb(E)) and let T be a continuous selfmap on X.
Assume also that w(X)·is an equicontinuous subset of B(E) .. Then wCr is a weighted
composition operator on CVi,(X, E) 圩 and only if for each v E V and p E cs(E), there
exists u E V and q E cs(E) such that v(x)p(w(x)t)~u(T(x))q(t) for all x E X and
t EE.
The proof of this res.ult reveals that we have used the continuity of w in the strong

operator topology and so there is no need to take w continuous in the uniform operator
topology as a part of the hypothesis. In the following Theorem we will attempt to
improve Theorem 2.1, where we donot require the selfmap T to be continuous on whole
of X. To see this, let us first note the following facts:

Let wCr be a weighted composition operator on CVi,(X, E) and assume that V
consists of bounded weights on X. Then for any t E E, the function lt defined by setting
lt(x) = t for all x EX clearly belongs to CVi,(X, E). Further, if {xa} is a net in X such
that X。---+x in X, then we have

p[w(xa)t - w(x)t] = p[wCTlt(x0) - wCTlt(x)] -+ 0

for every p E cs(E) and t E E. This implies that w E C(X, Bs(E)). (Note that w is not
necessarily continuous in the uniform operator topology. See also [5] for example). This
continuity of w shows that the set N(w) = {x EX: w(x) =I= O} is open in X. Also, we
shall see (in Theorem 2.2 below) that Tis continuous on N(w). But Tis not necessarily
continuous on X\N(w), because wCTf is zero on X\N(w) for every j E CVi(X, E) even
if T is anyhow defined.

Theorem 2.2. Let w be a B(E)-valued function on X such that w(X) is equicontin
uous and let T be a selfmap on X. Then the following cond山ans are sufficient for the
pair (w,T) to induce a weighted composition operator on CVb(X,E):

(i) w E C(X, Bs(E));
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(ii) T is continuous on N(w);
(iii) for every v E V and p E cs(E), there exists u E V and q E cs(E) such that

v(x)p(w(x)t)~u(T(x))q(t) for all x EX and t E E.

Further, if V consists of bounded weights on X, then the cond山ons (i)-(iii) are also
necessary for (w, T) to induce a weighted composition copemtor on cyb(X, E).

Proof. Since the sufficiency part is similar to that of the same part in Theorem 2.1, we
need to prove that the conditions (i).,.(iii) are necessary for the linear transformation wCr
to be a weighted composition operator on CVi(X, E), under the assumption that weights
are bounded. Suppose that wCr is a weighted composition operator on CVi(X, E). Then
(i) holds (as noted above) and (iii) follows in a similar way as in Theorem 2.1. We proceed
to prove (ii). For this, suppose on the contrary that there exists an x。in N(w) at which
Tis not continuous. Then there exists a net {xa}aEA in N(w) such that x。~xo but
T(xa) does not converge to T(x0). This implies that there exists an open neighbourhood
G of T(x。) such that for each a。E A, T(xa) ff G for some a 2:: a。. Thus we can find a
subnet {x13} of {xa} such that T(x13) ff G. By Nachbin Lemma (6, page 69], there exists
an f E Cv;。(X) such that O~f~l, f (T(x。) ）= 1 and f(y) = 0 for ally ff G. Lett EE
such that w (x。) ti= 0, and choose q E cs(E) such that q(w(x。) t) = 1. Define the function
ft in CVb(X, E) by setting ft(x) = f(x)t for all x EX. Then wC凸 E CVi(X, E). But
for each 趴 we have

q[wCrft(xµ) - wCrft(x。) ] = q[w(x。) t] = 1.

This contradiction show that T must be continuous on N(w), and hence completes the
proof.

Remark. (a) In the above theorem, we have used the boundedness of weighte only
to prove that the condition (i) is necessary. In case w(x) = I for all x EX, this condition
is trivially satisfied, and further when E = C our theorem reduces to [21, Theorem, 3.2].

(b) The conditions of the above theorem are not sufficient for the pair (w, T) to induce
a weighted composition operator on cv;。(X, E), (see (21, page 307] for an example).

(c) When T is the identity map on X, our theorem yields a corrected version of [14,
Theorem 2.1] characterizing multiplication operators on CVi(X, E), (see also [15]).

(d) In case V is the system of constant weights on X and E is a Banach space,
CVi(X, E) is the Banach space Cb(X, E) with the supremum norm. In this setting,
composition operators and weighted composition operators have been studied by the
second author in [12, 13].

3. Dynamical Systems Induced by Composition Operators

Throughout this section we shall take E to be a Banach space with the norm II·II and
X= 艮with the usual topology. Let V be a system of weights on IR. Then CV:。慣 ，E) is a
locally convex Hausdorff space (by definition 3). Now let Ube a countable set of weights
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on 艮 such that W = {au : a 2:: 0, u E U} is a system of weights on IR with W "'V.
Then the weighted space CV0儻 E) is metrizable (and is normable if U is finite), (cf.
[22, page 18]).
For fixed a E 良 define 兀 ：艮- 底as 九 (X) = X + a for all X E 艮 Then Ta is

a, homeomorphism from 艮 onto itself, and so by the remark following Theorem 2.3 in
[21] or [17, Remark 2.6] we see that 兀 induces a composition operator on Cl/;。(IR, E)
if and only if V :S VoTa. In [21, Theorem 2.6], Singh and Summers have obtained a
linear dynamical system on the weighted (Banach) space Cl!;。慣 ），where Vis the system
generated by a single continuous weight on 艮

Now in the follwing theorem, we shall prove an analogue of this result on the metriz
able weighted locally convex space Cl/;。儔 ，E) when V is a system of bounded weights
on 记

Theorem 3.1. Let V be a system of bounded weights on 良 and assume that
c-v;。償 ，E) is met、rizable. Consider the function 1r : 艮 X Cl/;。慣 ，E) -t C(IR, E) defined
by setting 1r(a, !) = Cr。f for every a E 良 and f E·c-v;。慣 ，E). Then the following
statements are equivalent:

(i) 1r is a linear dynamical system on Cl!;。債 ，E);
(ii) V :S VoTa for every a E 民
(iii) Or:。(Cl!;。國 E)) c CVi(良E) for every a E 艮

Proof. (i)=;,(iii). If 1r is dymanical system on cv;。儔 ，E), then 7r maps 民 X Gil;。償 ，E)
into cv;。儔 ，E). Thus (iii) holds.

(iii户(ii). The proof of this implication is similar to that of the same part of [21,
Theorem 2.6].

(ii)=;, (i). Suppose that V~VoTa for every a E IR. Then by [17, Remark 2.6] each
CT。is a composition operator on cv;。儻 E). So 1r is a function from 良 X Gil;。偉 E) to
cv;。(JR, E) and clearly it satisfies the following properties:

1r(O, f) = f, 1r(a + b, I) = 1r(a, 1r(b, !)) and

1r(a, af + {3g) = crn(a, f) + f3可a, g) for every a, b E JR,

f,g E Cil;。儔 ，E) and a,/3 EK.
Next to show that 7r is jointly continuous, in view of [4, Theorem 1], it is enough to show
that 1r is separately continuous. For this, let a E IR and let {an} be a sequence in IR such
that an~a. We show that for fixed IE cv;。慣 ，E), 叮 (a』~1r1(a) in cv;。(JR, E). Let
v be an arbitrary weight on 艮 and let mv = sup{v(x) : x E IR}.Then

IJ1r1(an) - 叮(a)IJv = sup{v(x)IJJ(x + an) - f(x + a)JI : x E 民｝
~mv sup{Jl/(x + an) - f(x + a)丨I: XE 町

~0 since an~a and f E C(IR, E).
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To see the continuity of 1r in the second argument, let {!n} be a sequence in cv;。償 ，E)
such that fn~f in cv;。償 ，E). Then llfn - fllv~0 for every v E V. We show that
7ra (fn)~7ra (f) in cv;。(R, E) for any fixed a E 良 For this, let v EV be given. Then by
(ii), there exists~EV such that v(x)~u(Ta(x)) = u(x + a) for all x ER. Now

ll1ra(fn) - 7ra(f)llv = 丨ICr.。Un - f)llv~llfn - fllu~0.

Thus 1r is a linear dynamical system on cv;。償 ，E), and the P!oof is complete.

Remark. Let E be a Banach space and V be the system of all bounded weights on
艮 Then it is not always true that each translation induces a composition operator (and
hence a dynamical system) on the metrizable weighted space Cv;。儻 ，E). This we shall
see in the following examples:

(i) Let v(x) = e卡 I for all x E 艮 and let V = {o:v : o: > O}. Then for every a E 园
V :::;_ VoT0 since v(x):::; e回 . v(九 (x)) for all x E 良 (cf. (10, Example 3.2]). In this case
each translation induces a composition operator on cv;。儔 ，E).

一X(ii) Let v(x) = e for all x E 艮 and let V {av : o: > O}. Then V :::; VoTa only
when a = 0. In this case, no non-identity translation induces composition operator on
cv;。(R,E).

(iii) Let V = { o:v : o: > O}, where

v(x) = {尸 for X 2: 0
e-x2 for x < 0.

Then only positive translations induce composition operators on cv;。債 ，E).
Let f_ = {Cr,。: a E R} be the family f 11o a compos1t10n operators on the metrizable

weighted space cv;。國 E) induced by translations九 on艮 Then it satisfies the following
properties for every f E cv;。償 ，E):

Cr,。f = f, Cra+bf = Cr,。(Cn) for a, b E JR and lim Cra f = f.
a-+0

Thus£is a C。-group of composition operators on cv;。儔 ，E). In case cv;。儔 ，E) is also
complete (cf. [3J), it can be shown in a similar way as in [18J by using a Corollary
of the Banach Steinhass Theorem from [9, Theorem 2.6J that the C。-group is locally
equicontinuous.
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